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In 2013 Professor Sergey NAZARETIAN and PhD doctor

Tigran SAHAKYAN
elaborated the “Preliminary

scale of seismic Intensity
based on analyses of damages of the Armenia
churches”.
An attempt of drawing up a special macro-seismic scale for an estimation of
intensity of strong earthquakes in the territory of Armenia was made for the
first time. The new preliminary scale is made on the basis of the analyses of
damages of churchless of a zone of 7-20 mark intensities of the Spitak
earthquake of 1988.
The new micro-seismic scale for an estimation of intensity of strong
earthquakes can serve one of the basis for legislative regulation of the
structural interventions to and seismic protection of monuments. The
method of drawing up a special macro-seismic scale can be successfully
impended by any concerned states , including Greece and Italy.
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In 2013 ECRM

carried out researches within the Project :
“ Framework Regulatory Document for structural
interventions to and seismic protection of monuments”,
developed in Greece with involvement of the Armenian
experts in two directions. In particular, in the first
direction there was conducted an array of analyses of the
existing legislative and regulatory documents of the
Republic of Armenia, dealing with seismicity and seismic
resistance of constructions in general, as well as the
availability in the above mentioned documents of the
elements, concerning structural interventions in
monuments in earthquake prone areas, in particular.
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• Although, the above elements, concerning structural
interventions in monuments in earthquake prone areas
in above legislative and regulatory documents seem to
be hardly existent, which is another reason for
highlighting the significance of such a Regulatory
Document for Armenia.
• As soon as the draft Regulatory Document is translated
into Armenia by the end of November due to its diverse
contents and some specific terminology, it intends to be
presented to the experts from the Armenian Survey for
Seismic Protection (ASSP) for comments and
suggestions.
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Despite of available, the rather rich historical written items of information, it’s
difficult to estimated the intensity of earthquakes, using existing scales (МSK64 or EMS-98, mm - modernize a scale Merkalli etc.), since in descriptive
parts of scales there are no data on damages of the Armenian churches

At definition of intensity of these earthquakes (therefore
magnitudes) different experts treated the described facts in their
own ways (damages of churches), that can not be objective.
Therefore, for more objective and system interpretation of the
actual historical data, the drawing up of a scale of seismic
intensity, being based on a degree of damages and destructions of
buildings of the Armenian churches is extremely necessary
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At drawing up of such a scale is expedient to keep the basic
principles of applying in scales МSK-64 or EMS-98, including
12 mark gradation of intensity
• . The researches show that the Armenian churches can be
damaged at seismic fluctuations in 7 and more intensity
(Sargsyan, 1994; Musheghyan, 1970; Nazaretyan. 1990;
Khachiyan, 1998; Armen Garbis, 1983), therefore it is
meaningful to make a new scale of intensity for 7-10.
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Therefore it is difficult to find two absolutely
identical churches

But despite of it, there are very many factors,
such as the constructive circuits, sizes and
used building materials, features of technology
of construction etc., which from the point of
view seismic stability allow to unit them in
groups and to put them in a basis macroseismic scale.
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Therefore buildings, investigated by us, are divided into two
groups - churches with domes and without them (basilica).

• Talin, Cathedral, domed
basilica with apses on
east and west, VIIth
century.

• Tsitsernakavank',
basilica, VIth-VIIth
century
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The technique of drawing up of a
new scale consists in the following:
1. They chose strong (М≥5,5) earthquakes, for which were made
reliable cards isoseist on a scale МSK-64

2. Then there are studied the damages of buildings of churches
located in a zone of intensity 7 and more received owing to
earthquake
3. On the basis of assembled data about damages, separately of
both for churches with domes and without them, the table of
most typical damages of churches as the result of that
earthquake is made.
4. On this basis are made preliminary macro-seismic scale for
separate earthquakes and then, a new final macro- seismic
scale.
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On our sight to number of such earthquakes, which
allow to make a macro-seismic scale (for intensity 7-10)
in the territory of the Republic of Armenia are three:

The Zangezur earthquake of 1931
with intensity 9

The Leninakan earthquake of 1926
with intensity 8-9
The Spitak earthquake of 1988
with intensity 9-10
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The form G was developed and for all buildings of
churches the special questionnaires (Table 1) are made
that include :

the data on a site of buildings of churches,
their names and plan,
the year of construction,
characteristic soil and districts influencing a
level of seismicity
 the data about basic used building materials,
over lapping, presence of a dome, old (up to
the Spitak earthquake of 1988.) damages etc.
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Marmashen Monastery,
Vahramaberd, Armenia
Marmashen Monastery is situated in
Shirak distict of RA, in 2 km. south-west
from Vahramaberd village, on the left
bank of Akhourian River. Marmashen is a
bright illustration of the Armenian
medieval architecture of the late 10th
centur The monastic complex consists of 3
churches and a vestibule (now ruined).
The main church of the monastery
Katoghike (Cathedral), according to the
inscription on the southern wall, was built
by prince Vahram Pahlavouni in 9881029. Famous Trdat (Tiridates) is
supposed to be its architect. Katoghike
built of red tuffa stone is a domed hall.
Interior proportions of the church was
changed at the expense of cutting the
eastern branch of the cross and
approaching the altar apse with adjacent
side chapels to the under cupola square.
Owing to this the dome occupied the
central position and the building,
decreased in length, came closer to the
type of centric constructions. A cruciform
facade is framed with vaulted niches
creating light and shade effect. 12-hedral
drum crowned with umbrella roof is
decorated with bunches of semi-columns.
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Questionnaire - № 1/6
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Name of church

Category of
the
soil on seismic
properties

1.

2.

3.

4.

X

2-3

IX

3

IX

2-3

IX

2(2-3)

IX

1/1
1/2
1/3
1/4
1/5
1/6

Church near to Shirakamut (Lori region)
ChurchSt. Amenaprkich, city Gyumri,
(Shirak region)
ChurchSt.Astvatsatsin, city Gyumri, (Shirak
region)
ChurchSt. Nshan city Gyumri, (Shirak
region)
ChurchPlplanZham, cityGyumri,
(Shirakregion)
The main , Shirak region

Coordinates



Intensity on
average soil

Numbe
r of the
questi
onnair
e (№)

Zone of intensity
on a card of
isoseist

Table 1.
Some biographical data of the surveyed churches’ received damage owing to
the Spitak earthquake of 1988.

5.

6.

7.

44,16

40,85

X

43,84

40,79

43,84

40,79

43,84

40,79

2

43,84

40,79

IX

2

43,78

40,83

IX

43,91

40,52

VIIVIII



X
IX-X
IX
IX

2/26

apostil, Sarnaghbyur village, (Shirak
region)

VII- VIII

2

1/27

apostil, Haghartsin (Tavush region)

VII

2

44,93

40,78

VII

1/28

, Haghartsin (Tavush region)

VII

2

44,93

40,78

VII

VII

2

44,93

40,78

VII

2

44,93

40,78

1/29
2/30

ChurchSt. Astvatsatsin, Haghartsin
(Tavush region)
Dining Hall of monastery of the church
Haghartsin (Tavush region)

VII
VII
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Table 2.Most typical damages of the Armenian churches owing to the
Spitak earthquake of 1988

№

Most typical damages
of churches

Concrete cases, (number of the
questionnaire and intensity*)

Prevailing

i

intensity

Churches with
Churches
domes
without domes
1

Complete
destruction

1/1(X);

2/1(X); 2/2(X); 2/3(X)

X

Strong destruction
(more
than 50 %); - Fall of
the
central
dome

1/2(X); 1/7(IX);

2/4(X); 2/6(IX- X);
2/8(IX)

IX –X

Partial destruction
(less than 50 %), Strong damage
(presence of 4 and
more through cracks
on height
of all walls).

1/3(IX); 1/6(IX);
1/4(IX);

2/5(IX); 2/15(VIII- IX);
2/18(VIII- IX);

IX

Individual through
crack on all height of
church;
- Through cracks in
separate parts of
church.

1/8(VIII);1/15(VIIVIII); 1/9(VIII);
1/18(VII-VIII);
1/13(VII-VIII)
1/19(VII-VIII);

2/26(VII- VIII);
2/12(VIII); 2/17(VII);
2/21(VIII); 2/23(VIIVIII);

VIII

Presence of small
cracks,
fall of separate stones.

1/16 (VII-VIII);
1/10(VII-VIII);

2/10(VII-VIII);
2/19(VIII); 2/20(VII);
2/16(VIII); 2/24(VIIVIII)

VII-VIII

Absence of
appreciable cracks

1/27(VII); 1/28(VII),
1/29(VII); 1/14(VII);
1/20(VII); 1/17(VII)

2/25(VII); 2/11(VII);
2/30(VII);

VII

2

3

5

6

7
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Table 3.
A new, preliminary macro-seismic scale for an estimation of intensity of

earthquakes on characteristic damages of the Armenian churches

№

Intensity on
a new scale

Accelera
tion of
soil

Description of monitored,
most typical, effects

Note

g

1.

X

>0,40

- Complete destruction
- Strong destruction (more than 50 %);

0,20-0,40

2.

- Fall of the central dome
- Partial destruction (less than 50 %),

IX

- Strong damage

0,10-0,20

3.

VIII

- Presence of several through
cracks on all height of walls of
church.
- Individual through crack on all
height of church.
- Through cracks in separate parts
of church.
- Presence of small cracks, fall of
separate stones.

VII

Is possible partial destruction of the central dome
Are formed 3 and more through cracks on height
practically of all walls
The partial destruction of churches is most typical to
basilica

Formed 1-2 through cracks on all height of the walls of
church, have width up to 3mm. The not extended through
cracks are formed in the weakest places, where quality of
construction low or the base subsides.

The majority of the Armenian churches do not receive
appreciable damages. The old cracks extend.

0,05-0,10

4.

Collapses as church with domes, and basilica

Absence of appreciable cracks.
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The basic lacks of the made approached scale are caused by the
following factors and circumstances, on which, further, it is
necessary to pay attention:
 the consequences only of the Spitak earthquake of 1988 are considered. Also
it is very important to collect materials and to analyze influence of
consequences of earthquakes of Leninakan 1926 and Zangezur 1931on
buildings of churches.

 The plan, sizes (including and height) and other features of the constructive
circuits of buildings of churches play an important role in their seismic
stability. It is rather desirable to group the investigated church structures in
their constructive circuits and parameters, i.e. to divide structures into types
on an example of the scale МSK-64

 It is desirable, by direct measurements, to define the periods of own
fluctuations of buildings of churches. The inclusion of this
parameter in the developed scale can play the important role at the
analysis of the reasons of damages and destructions of buildings.
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Thank you for your attention
Church St. Arakaelos, Pemzashen
village, Shirak region)

Church St. Grigor near Dilijan
city (Tavush region)
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